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STRUCTURAL UNAMBIGUITr OP A L G O L MOD 
J. GRUSKA, Bratislava % 
lf !fa1?roflucUon 
The developing of the language ALGOL 60 was a very impor-
tant event in the development of automatic programming. 
The form and exactness by which the language ALGOL 60 was 
described (in contradistinction to description of languages 
developed until that date), the abundance and generality of 
its means of expression, the difficulty arising from the con-
struction of translators, particularly effective translators, 
considerably stimulated the interest in progamming languages, 
especially in ALGOL 60, in problems of translation, and, more-
over, in context-free grammars as one of the succesful means 
for language description. 
In developing the language ALGOL 60 it was desired to 
create a machine independent language that would be suitable 
for the description of algorithms of numerical mathematics 
and approach as closely as possible the standard mathematic 
notation. Good readibility with little further explanation and 
the capacity of being translated into machine programs were 
to be the features of that language. Further, there had to be 
developed a language with such high degree of exactness of de-
scription that an algorithm described in this language and 
translated by means of translators designed for different 
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computers would yield the same result when used on different 
computers (with the exception of differences caused by diffe-
rent precision of arithmetic). Soon, however, it became obvious 
that this objective has not been attained. At the construction 
.of translators it had been found that the description of that 
language is not as clear and precise as it has been assumed 
and needed. As a consequence of this authors of translators 
inclined to divergencies in explaining the description of 
ALGOL 60, [ Ij and one of the most important objectives - the 
uniformity of translation - was not achieved. 
The use of context-free grammars for the description of 
syntax of ALGOL 60 not only essentially increased the interest 
in the study of these grammars but in connection with ALGOL 60 
some new problems arose in this field: structural unambiguity 
of context-free grammars (see [5]) and a definition of seman-
tics for languages the syntax of which is given as a context-
-free grammar. 
The importance of structural unambiguity comes forward in 
connection with the language ALGOL 60. It has been pointed 
out by many authors that some ambiguities of the semantics of 
ALGQL^60 were consequences of the structural ambiguity of con-
text-free grammar describing the syntax of ALGOL 60. (For ex-
ample statement: if a iHen far* i : * 1 while, n i t li 
a tketw b tl*tt c .) It seems that the opinion that 
ALGOL 60 was structurally unambiguous was generally accepted 
when the Report (1] was published and also each time after & 
change was made to remove an ambiguity pointed out by an ex-
ample. Thus| the experience with ALGOL 60 shows that it may 
happen that a context-free grammar, the structural unambiguity 
of which is quite obvious, is not, in fact, structurally unam-
biguous. 
The problem of the definition of semantics has been studied 
by V. Fabian, [7] for more general systems, called languages In 
his paper, than context-free grammars. He investigated such se-
mantics 5 (a semantics is simply a transformation defined oik 
the set of terminal texts derivable in a given language) that 
S [ A, t] , for a text "fc derivable from a symbol A is de-
termined, roughly speaking, by the way in which the text i 
is derivative from the symbol A , and showed that for such 
definition of semantics the structural unambiguity of a given 
language is very important. (More exactly the weak structural 
unambiguity.) 
It would be very desirable if there could be given an al-
gorithm for deciding for any context-free grammar, whether or 
not it is structurally unambiguous. Such an algorithm does not 
exist (D.G. Cantor [2l, R.W. Floyd [8], N. Chomsky and M.P. 
Schutzenberger [43) even for very simple context-free grammar 
(A. Greibach [ 111) • Hence, for some grammars It can be very 
difficult to decide whether or not it is structurally unambi-
guous. 
Of course, this does not mean that it is impossible to de-
vise methods which may be useful to decide at least for some 
context-free grammars, whether or not they are structurally 
unambiguous. Some methods of this kind have recently been in-
vestigated by V. Fabian [7] and J. Gruska [12] for languages 
defined in [7]. 
The present paper is devoted to showing that the results 
of papers [7] and [12] have made it possible relatively simply 
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to prove the structural unaunbiguity of language ALGOL MOD (the 
definition of ALGOL MOD is given in Section 5), which is the 
slight modification of ALGOL 60. 
In the following two sections we introduce basic notations, 
definitions and some results from papers [7,12,13,14J which will 
be useful in Section 6. In Section 4 the structural unambiguity 
of the language ALGOL 60 is investigated. The definition of AL-
GOL MOD is given in Section 5 and the proof of structural unam-
biguity of ALGOL MOD in Section 6. 
2t PagJC* C a n o n s apfl 4sffArOUJ-Qfifl 
In this section we introduce basic notations and definitions 
from Fabian's paper [7]» 
2.1. Sets. By { x j *£(x) f we denote the set of all such 
X which satiafy condition € (x ) . {X; € (x f 9) } is 
an abbreviation for {x ; there ia a Q auch that *€(x,9) 
holds} • A denotes the empty set. 
2.2. Transformations. If F is a transformation, then by 
v rf F and p F we denote the domain and the range, respecti-
vely, of F 5 by F(x) or Fx - if there is no danger 
of misunderstanding - we denote the value of F at x • If 
F and G are transformations then F fr X means F((j(x))» 
If M c i F j then symbol f̂- denotes the partial trans-
formation on M • 
2*3. Sequences. If t is a sequence (we shall consider on-
ly finite ones), then by t Ci ) or t i we denote the 
i - th element of t • (Since t can be considered as the 
transformation defined on a set of integers.) A t is the 
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length of t ., A denotes also the empty sequence* 
By Ca., , a 2 , - • -; a^ J , (or a^ a £ • • • ̂  - in examples) 
we denote the sequence t of the length n. such that ti «• ^ 
for 'f i i si ̂ v • 
If t is a sequence, 4 .6 -t ̂  A t , 1 .6 J tf Xt ; then by 
t f*.»^ * we denote the sequence of the length ^ •+- A - i (or 
0 ) if ^ £ i (if ^ < i ) such that tcl'*\jkl**t(i+*-rt-
If M is a set of sequences, we define the sets 
xym%. M » {t>f; A t i < , t c M } 
ayrUfe M - { * A t j Ai . S 4 , t « M } 
/>yWr M - < t i ; t € M, 4 £ i £ A t f 
of a l l f irst symbols, last symbols and symbols, respectively, 
of sequences in M • 
If M is a set we define the set 
Jb M = { t j t ia a sequence and A^mtr {t \ c M J 
of a l l sequences of the elements in M • 
2.4. Operations with sequences and decompositions. 
By x we denote the operation of concatenation of two se-
quences* 
If f i s a sequence the elements of which are sequences, 
then by TTr we denote the sequence xA x f 2 x . . . x T A tr . 
X i s a decomposition i f x € *> *n> M , i . e . i f t i s a 
sequence of sequences. We say that x i s a decomposition of 
t i f TTx « t . 
ftaffPll It r,-» Cairc, ce, ef J and x% = La.4rc, A , c e , ef J 
are two decompositions of the sequence t * a^-eceef . 
With every decomposition x we associate the sequence 
t X (so-called the index-decomposition of X ) of integers 
such that A ( t t ) = Xx + 1 and xi ~ (ITx ) u i * x ( i * * » 
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if we denote «x -* t, T . 
fiXQlPlfi §« If Tt and i£ are as in Example 1, then 
^ , - - [ ^ 4 , ^ 8 ] , LTX» C<1,*,+, 6,BJ . 
If t̂  and T- are decompositions such that XTTT^ « 
« A T ^ , then we define a new decomposition x » TC, © T 2 
as the decomposition of the length .̂ tr̂  such that tri-=? 
» Tltf̂  * ' * where x^ «r c xi • 
Example 3. If v%-Cafy c,d,*j *1, 1^« C+6) *j9./4j,A,c 4 3 
then -c - t% © t:̂  * Eo-^e, -j-j i j *, ccLj . 
2«5« Languages. The concept of language which is intro-
duced in the following (what we call here a language may al-
so be called a grammar of a language) is a* generalization cf 
the concept of context-free grammar of N. Chomsky 13J. A ge-
neralization consists in that the set of rules and the set of 
non-terminal symbols can be infinite. 
2.5.1. Definition. (Def. 5.1,[7]) id is a language if 
X is a transformation! if there exists a set /4 such that 
(1) d l i c A , r ^ c ^ M ^ A * M c ^ A / 
(2) [A J £ £A * } for every A € d £ . 
Hence, for every A € oi s£ , s£ A is a non-empty 
set of finite sequences (but it is possible that £ A =- {A], 
i.e., £ A consists of one sequence* the empty sequence) 
the elements of which are from A . 
With a language £ we associate the alphabet at £ de-
fined, as the smallest set A for which (l) holds. The ele-
ments of QL £ will be called symbols of £ # The elements 
of the sets dL£, aif£^m.£- di£ , 6r£~ 4>ai£, %&**><%£ 
are called metasymbols,(non-terminal symbols)?terminal sym-
bols, strings, terminal strings, respectively, of £ .• 
*) see the Minting jmge 
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We s h a l l write £: £AJs-> b X x J as an abbreviation 
for A e dL £, b e iC A 0 The expression LA]=} b can 
be called the rule of language with the le f t side fAJ and 
the right side b • The concept of language can also be i -
dentified with the concept of a set (in general infinite) of 
rules such that no rule has the form fAJ •*-> CA J (see con-
dition (2)) . The rules of the form CAl **> A and £A3 =-> 
=->[BJ are permitted. » ., 
We write ad - a, —»> b i f there are strings fa - £ 2 , 
£ 3 and a metasymbol A such that a - - £ f x £ A J < x 2 3 > b » 
* 2 # * £ 2 x 2 i > ^:fA].=-> £ 2 . We say that o~ is a derivation 
of a string t^ from t^ if & i s a sequence, \G > 49 
&1 - t t 7 ^ 5 " - t j and i f t - ^ ^ C t + ? ) for * -* *,V*-
. . .A(T~ 4 .We write t, —> t^ i f there is a derivation 
of t% from t . We write t ^ t^ i f either tf * ^ 
or t , —-> t^ • 
If there i s no danger of misunderstanding the symbol spe-
cifying the language wil l be deleted in -==-> , —> • Now 
we define the sets % { ^ A ) m < t $ Z A J - > t } 
t £ = U{t(X,iA)} A e dL £} 
tSts*t&nSi& 
< t ; fA]«> t f 
x) We distinguish between a symbol A and the sequence -TAJ 
which has the length 1 • 
xx) The symbol -«> and the symbols «—»> , —•> introduced 
below are used in this paper in the same meaning as in £ 7 J 
and hence in an other meaning than in some other papers (for 
example 111). 
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cf all A -texts, texts, terminal texts, r-texts (rule texts), 
respectively, of St * 
The fact that for every metasymbol A t the set of all ru-
les of the form C A 1 «*.> b can be infinite, seems to be the 
most important in this generalization of the concept of context-
-free grammar. The consequence of this is that any set of 
strings can be generated by a language in our sense (it is suf-
ficient to consider languages such that the set of metasymbols 
and the set of all r-texts which are not terminal, are finite), 
which is not true for context-free grammars and which can be 
important in some cases. Moreover, context-free grammars are 
used as the means for defining some sets of strings chiefly be-
cause by using these grammars it is possible to define simul-
taneously a structure of strings. If for some sets of strings 
the structure of strings is not too important (for example for 
identifiers, strings, comments in ALGOL 60), it might be sim-
pler to define these sets otherwise. Moreover, finiteness of 
the set of rules seems to be irrelevant to the study of struc-
tural unambiguity. The generative capacity of the language is 
not the object of our study. 
Example 4. Languages )t^ 7 &z and dL% are given by 
their set of rules. 
^ : A »-> BcAcl Xz: A * * BC £ : A *** Atr 
B « * c &—»] ) A - » Ac 
A -=*-> f C *=* -D A *-» a, 
A «* ccfd 6 - * a 
A —> FD C.«-* h-
F *=* ec D =$• A 
D - * f d 
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2.6. Grammatical elements, f A , t J is a (terminal) 
grammatical element i f A is a metasymbol and t i s a 
(tei-minel) text such that C A ] —* t . By £.<£ {<fr-t& ) 
we denote the set of a l l grammatical elements (terminal gram-
matical elements) of the language & • 
2«7» Structures. We say that X i s an oc -decomposi-
tion of t i f r is a decomposition of t , Sc is a 
string such that Aoc -* A tr and Zocil s * ir-t for 
-f tf i £ A <* . 
We say that C cc , r̂ J i s the structure of a grammati-
cal element L A } t } i f one of the following conditions i s 
satisf ied. 
(1) [ A ] -*-> oc —> t , tr i s an oC -decomposition 
of t . 
(2) . C A ] - ) t and c c - C A U , r -* C i J . 
If a grammatical element O. = C A , t J has a structu-
re C o c . r j such that ( l ) holds, then £ oc , 'ZrJ characteri-
zes in a certain meaning, the way by which t has been deri-
vated from A (see F ig . l ) . 
t 
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It seems to be convenient to define C C A ] , C t J J as 
the structure of C A , i J i f CAJ =*> t . (Of course, i f 
CAJ aes> t then C A , i J can have a structure Coc, v] 
such that (1) holds.) 
If J, ifl a grammatical element of the language j£ 
then by S^ <fr ( 5 ^ £. ) we denote the set of a l l structu-
res [ ( i , t J (such that <?C -J= C A J ) of £. and by ft ct 
the set {9^ jCoc, trj e^kfi, i edcc, fr-C<K,i,vi]e c^it } . 
Example 5. Consider languages o£j and ^ from Ex-
ample #4. The grammatical element C A, ecfd 3 e o^ £^ has 
three structures: CLA3,Lecfd33fLBcAd,C^,c,f,cL3] a na 
CFD, C€C, id ]3 . The grammatical element LAfJ>]e^£2 
has two structures C B C , C A , P J J and C BC, LJ>, A J J . 
For 9. • CA, e c f d J € <fr Xn we have 
0 9 . « { t & , e ] , C A , f J, C F , c c J , CD, *o£J J • 
2.8. Structural unamMjK4t.V» kvery grammatical element 
has a structure (Theorem 6.5, [ 7 ] ) . If a grammatical element 
9. has exactly one structure, then <fr i s said to be struc-
turally unambiguous (shortly s .u . ) . If every (terminal) gram-
matical element of a language £ i s s .u . , then it i s 
said to be (weakly) structurally unambiguous. 
Example 6. Languages X,^ and £z from Example 4 
are not s .u.; ^ i s s .u . . It i s easy to see that ^ i s 
weakly structurally unambiguous but not structurally unambi-
guous (see Example 5) . 
3 . Structural w^mbj-fiuftty of lan^ua^es 
In papers [7,12] some necessary and sufficient conditions 
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for a language #6 to be s.u. have been proved. Many of the-
se conditions are in such form that a given language £ is 
s.u. if and only if so is a simpler language bC^ . In this 
section some of these results, which are needed in Section 6, 
are given. 
3.1. Henceforth only such languages will be considered in 
which the following conditions are^ satisfied: 
(1) dL £ and { oi ; A € dL£, -.A]«*> <*. * 6^ £ } are 
finite sets, 
(2) A : t -» t for no string t € G £, 
although the results in paper [73 have been proved for langua-
ges without limitations (l) and (2). 
The condition (l) means that the set of metasymbols is fi-
nite and for every metasymbol A there is only a finite num-
ber of rules C A 3 ==-> b such that b is not terminal 
string. However, the set of all rules can be infinite. If the 
condition (2) is not satisfied then *C is not s.u. (Theorem 
2.6,[14]). 
3-2. Theorem. (Theorem 9.12,[7J) Let ^ be a language 
and d a set of metasymbols such that if A e dL «£ - Q, 9 
£BJ =-» t then CL n A*ymb' {£ J • A . Let every CA7t]e 
€ <£ £ be s.u. if A € Q, . Then ^ is s.u. if and only 
if so is &££ _ a .
 x ) 
One of the most important concepts of paper [7] is that 
of reducing transformation. 
3.3. Definition. (See Def. 9.1,[7] and Theorem 2.12,[14J). 
Let there be transformations V , R and p defined on 
x) See 2.2, i.e. iC\ - n is a language such that cKXs — CC 
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dL*du-а,-
di*-(l a n đ ~Ъ>-A<A)m*'A ' 
y, £ such that for every g, * [A $ t J £ <£ £ 9 every 
structure C oi, ., if ] of 9- we have: 
(1) pfr « C A ; V&1 , 
(2) R^. i s a Vfy* -decomposition of t , 
(3) there i s an <iC -decomposition £ of V^ such that 
(4) i f £ A 3 •-> t , then V ^ c - f C A 3 , t / ? 
(5) i f f 9. - £ ; 9^ € Q 9 . then jo <^ • 9 t • 
Then f> i s said t o be a reducing transformation. 
I f 9. « CA , t 1 , then, by (2) and (3 ) ,CA]«* V9 =* * . 
Hence e i ther JDJ . S C A ; C A ] ] or 50^ e <p X . If 
Vfy « LAI ? then, by ( 3 ) , C A J -=•£ ± and the grammatical e l e -
ment C A , i J i s s . u . I f Vq* & t A] , t h e n , with respect 
t o (3 ) , the grammatical element p<£. has exact ly so many 
structures as a. • 
The importance of reducing transformations fol lows from 
the fol lowing theorem. 
3 . 4 . Theorem. (Theorem 9 .4 , C 7J) Let p be a reducing 
transformation for a language «SC . Then %£, i s s . u . i f and 
only i f every a> - invariant grammatical element 9 . ( i . e . 
such that o> 9-. -*= 9 . ) i s s . u . • 
Thus, invest igat ing structural unambiguity i t i s not ne-
cessary to examine a l l the se t OL «j£ but only 
{ a , ; { d a * £• f where n> i s a reducing transformation. 
A further important concept in paper [ 7 J i s that of i s o l a b -
l e s e t . 
3 . 5 . Def in i t ion . (Def. 9 . 7 , [ 7 ] , Theorem 4 . 1 , £ l 2 j ) A non-
empty set CI of metasymbols i s said t o be i so lab le i f there 
i s a reducting transformation <p such that 
(1) i f p £ * 9 ^ 9 * € &tyf % - f A , f J , then A #- (X . 
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ks a consequent of Theorem 9.13,£7J we have-
3*6. Theorem. Let GL be an lsolable set of metasymbol3 
of X and let every L A, t ] € £.*Cf A e CL be s.u. Then 
iC is s.u. if and only if so is ^ctyt-CL ' 
Now we shall investigate the relations between the struc-
tural unambiguity of a given language *C and a new languaf-
g© o60 which is created from o£ * in a way that in r-texts 
of o£ all symbols from a set & of metasymbols are repla-
ced by new terminal symbols. 
3.7. .Definition. Let «t£ be a language, £ m set of 
metasymbols and <f m transformation such that 
(1) cL cj * QkZC, cfa, ** a, if a, £ CL, ya> $ a>2t 
if a, e d . 
Denote by *£f the language defined as follows: 
dL£*,dLX and &*A**i9°L-<K.€&A} 
where 
9>t »̂ TT Lc/ti] for every string t . 
A further important result for isolable sets i s : 
3 .8 . Theoram. (Theorem 9.11,I7J) If CL i s an isolable 
set of a language at and cp an one-to-one transformation 
satisfying (3 .7.1) , then cC i s s.u. i f and only i f so i s 
3 .9. Definition. Let Cf be a transformation such that 
(3.7.1) holds and, moreover, 
(1) 64.-, A2 € CL)^(cfAn**cfAlt) i f and only i f 
If both languages £ and ^K are s.u. or both are not 
(A* 
s.u., then (X is said to be a weakly isolable set. 
Hence, if & is an (weakly) isolable set of metasym-
bols of a language <££ , then it is s.u. if and only If so 
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is a simpler language* The rest of this section is devoted to 
the sufficient conditions for a set CL to be isolable or 
wealdy isolable. Here the concepts of recognizable and strong-
ly recognizable set play an important role. Roughly speaking 
a set (L of metasymbols is recognizable (or strongly recog-
nizable) in a language £t if it is possible to recognize 
in texts of the language the presence of inserted texts 
t0 e i t j t A J - t t , A 6 CL\f and their beginnings and 
ends.) in a way that certain recursive properties are satis-
fied (see (3.10.2) and (3.11.2)). 
3.10. Definition.** (Def .3.1,[12]) A subset CL c d & 
is said to be recognizable ( f -recognizable) if there ex-
ists a function f such that d f c ^ . X , 1 & 
&fCA,tl £7it for each i C A , t 1 e dL f and the follow-
ing conditions are satisfied: 
(1) If A € a , C A] ~> t , then C A, i 1 e df- if 
[ Al -*> t , LA,tie df ,then A e CL • 
(2) If 
(2a) CA,tledf, C « c , f 3 e S C A , t J , 
X - s t - r , x J 6 f t A f t l < x t $ + 1 ) 
then 
(2b) I CL } 1 » tr J implies f C A , <*, J * j and 
t<*>jpf v£ ] e df for no A £ j . & X at 
(2c) £*>} 1 - * trj implies f Cctj f <rj1
 m 
» f C A , 4 3 - x i + 1 . 
x) The examples of recognizable and strongly recognizable sets 
are given in Section 6* 
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(3) If fr e cfr£ and fig. n dtf # A , then 
<£ e dL f • 
3 .11. Definition. (Def. 3,->£l2J) Let CL be an f -re-
cognizable subset of ct ^£ . We shall say that the functions 
fa and ff indicate the beginning and the end for f i f 
df0= dlf** dlf, ,1*t.9> *ffr £f,fr£At for each £ -
**CA,iledf and the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) If CAJ «e> t , then f 0 C A , t J * 1 , f^CA, < J - A t . 
(2) I f 
(2a)CAJ-»t, C ^ , r j € S C 4 , t J , x - t r , xj£fLA,iJ< 
then " ' * + 1 ) > 
(2b) IOL}]~TJ implies ^C/4,tJ-="/, f t f A , t J - A t 
(2c) leCj]->*rJ* implies fsCA,tJ=%CocJ,rjJ+xJ-1 
for /* «• 0 , 4 • 
3*12. Definition. A subset & c dL & i s said to 
be strongly recognizable i f there exist functions f0 , f 
and *£, such that d la f -recognizable and the func-
tions f0 and ff indicate the beginning and the end for 
•f , Now we define the sets of left and right delimiters for 
a set CL c dL id • 
£dej A=#itm<t£{'t\AedLz£7CA]**oCi 1&i £JiocfCoci] is>fl,fll€<2; 
ot'i'i-i'wr ti 
{tdej CL- fiymfc <t}AedL£,CAl =*ot,l£i±X<x>,
C*}J^&£AA€a> 
The following lemma gives certain sufficient conditions 
for a set CL to be strongly recognizable. 
Roughly speaking, i t i s the case that i f for a text t 
and an i such that 1 £ i £ Pit we know that a sub-
string t ^ ' * ' , J £ i * M, - was derivated from 
an A e (Z then either M. «• X t or M> i s determined 
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by the f irst pair of symbols such that the f irst of these sym-
bols belongs to the set AAfnmX^ CI and the second one is 
the right delimiter for CL . Similarly for / ; 
3 .13 . LeaaS1*(Lemma 3.5,£12]) Let CL be an -f -recogniz-
able subset of cL X . Put & - -foci; i » * CA,oc J, CAJ^dC?^..^ 
and, for each £ e <2 , <0£* -foe; £A3-*oc,i «-f CA,<?cJ, «?i» 4 ? ' 
0 ^ - f A>tAJ.»dt €<ft% } , B%*{<Ui A € a, CAJmtic, 
tCA,*l- j , ocg-giX,;*'"'''***'}* E&-{*»**&, tAi^oc, 
4tA,*cl* j , ctj « f, %: a c / * * " * AX. } -
Let & c a». «£ and let the following conditions are sa*-
tisfied for every <£ c & ; 
(1) If 4A,n , AA-X € E^ and M. * 44.^* t, t # A then 
* 4 # *«*el & ^ 
(2) If >u.f, ̂  c B ^ and ̂  * t x ̂ c , -fc -*r A then 
t a * # i ^ e j a^ 
Then d is strongly recognizable. 
The importance of strongly recognizable sets follows 
from the following result. 
3.14. Theorem. (Theorem 4.4, [12]) Let & be a strongly 
recognizable subset of dt> & . Let, for every A^ r A^ e U , 
A1 -# A^ implies t (£, A;) t(£,A2) =* A . Then 
£t is an isolable set. 
The following lemma, very often used in Section 6, gives 
sufficient conditions for a set CI to be strongly recogniz-
able or weakly isolable in such a case that there is a set Q 
of terminal symbols such that C A J => 6 is a rule of ©£ 
and bi fi ft if and only If A c (X,, i ~ 1 . Thus* 
It is easy to recognize the beginning of an Inserted text 
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derivated from an A c & * Lemma 3.16 corresponds to the 
case in which i t i s easy to recognize the end of an inserted 
text and can be proved similarly as Lemma 3.15. 
3.15. hsam* (Lemma, 5.7,[12J) Let A + OL c dL X , l e t 
A € X A for no A e CL , le t Q - f oc 4 j <* * -^ /4 f 
A c & ? c a ^ , 
(1) A c dL £,[AJ*=:>oc , <xi* g e $ implies A e CL, i« 1. 
Denote, for every £ e & , <&-«{<*? f-A J *-><*-, *C 1 - £ / , 
&£* {A-, C A].-=» oc € ^ | , ££, » ^ ^ _ a . If for each* 
g, 6 fl at least one of the conditions: 
< 2 ) £ J ^ < ^ ' a " ^ 
(3)>iyyin>{^
a,jl<tl ^ , ^ g » < c } < ? c c ft^nUU 0^ A 
holds then A i s a strongly recognizable set . 
If for each £ c (3 either conditions (2), (4) and (6) 
or conditions (3),(5) and (6) hold where 
(4) *frrd£ {>«*%£«•>*,&<*., tx*e (ft%\c O^X , 
(5) i f A1}AzeCL, t L£,A,)n tC£,Az) *A, A^ettM \ , 
then A2 $ *rnJr{*A,
a':K'~\ ^ s <K s> ^ , <* * % * / 
(6) i f &€d.<£/<Xl7<>C2€#B, otf *<*<-, A«ct * Aocz then 
there exists an i such that f § t is A cc1 and either 
{oc-i, *c2* J £ a or t f̂ ,**, i ) n t C*C, <x,zi ) ** A . 
Then & i s a weakly isolable set . 
3.16. Lemma* Let A # 4 c i ^ > l e t A^rfA for 
A e OL 1 le t fit »/<* A oc- <*. erf A, A^^l/c A e£, i e t 
(1) AcdLSd, CA3-»oc, < i t i »g€ (8 implies A c A / 
Denote, for every £ € Q , ^**{oc-9 CA}**>oo9 <x> A<*-%}> 
\*{A;W*»**<\} , £,****„ a, • If for each £ € # 
at least one of the conditions (2) and (3) holds, whers: 
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Then CL is a strongly recognizable set. 
If for each £ e fl either conditions (2),(4) and 
(3.15.6) or conditions (3),(5) and (3.15.6) hold where: 
(4) t&X^fai£<,i<x>z*'u'>'X'€i<\1c''<t^ 
(5) if A , , A. e a, * U , \ )n tG£,Az)# A, ^etdtl Q^ t n e n 
A.4*«**<*?'x"-") A.:*.-»«*,*6^ j , 
then & i s a weakly isolable set* 
3.17# Definition. A set A c fit <£ is said to be 
parenthesized i f there are two sets £ and L c <gg o£ such 
that 
( l ) A € d it ,ZAl~t>oct<KieL(e ft ) if and only if 
A e d , i » "ff» A. <x) . 
As a^special case of Lemma 3.15 we have 
3.18. Theorem. (Theorem 6.2,[12j) Let d be a paranthe-
sized subset of diet and le t conditions (3.15.6) be s a t i s -
f ied. Then d i s weakly isolable. 
At las t we give one resul t from paper [13] . 
3*19* Theorem* Let at0 , st^ , . . • «£„-, be languages 
such that for every i «• 4, 1 , • * • , n, there exist 
Aj,, oc^ , #i f Jt^ , X_£ such that 
(1) A, e <* 4 . , , <*, e £,._, Aif1iu *A4*ZcC;,\+*£, 
and, moreover, 
(2)c*i<.- t*_j;_<u{A i?, .<.B-4.fB if B*{Ai,Xii, 
*4 \ ' <<-,\-<"i1)u W ' * '"* C V**.**"'*"* \<*<•{««"**'}. 
Then the language ^ i s said to be the extension of it0 -
Moreover, ^ i s s.u. if and only i f so i s «£9 . 
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4. ALGOL 60 and the structural unambiguity 
The language ALGOL 60 (speaking of it in the following we 
shall keep in mind the syntax of this language without the li-
mitations given in the non-formal parts of Ll]) is neither 
structurally unambiguous nor weakly structurally unambiguous. 
Some ambiguities have already been referred to by different 
authors and a few have been removed (see tl5J). But even after 
these modifications ALGOL 60 is not structurally unambiguous. 
Structurally ambiguous (s.a.) are grammatical elements 
[ <open string>, tj . For example a grammatical element [<open 
string> , a*J has m, + 2 different structures. More-
over, the grammatical element [ < procedure heading> ,<empty>J 
is s.a. even then each terminal grammatical element £<procedure 
heading> ,tJ is s.u.. In both cases it is possible to remove 
this structural ambiguity by slight modification of ALGOL 60. 
From the point of view of the definition of semantics it is 
sufficient for a given language to be weakly structurally un-
ambiguous and therefore it is not necessary to r emove the am-
biguity in [ < procedure heading > f < empty > J • 
The second group of structurally ambiguous grammatical 
elements deserves a more profound attention. To this group be-
long grammatical elements [< primary > , tJ; f<expression> t± J » 
[ < actual parameter > , t J where t is an < identifier > -
text and t̂  an < expression > - text which does not con-
tain symbols of arithmetic and logical operators. For example 
tj • if < if a thtn b et*c c ) then a e£*£ ( s ) . 
x) by a,** we denote the sequence of length *i, i-th-ele-
ment of which is <x- • 
- !<*<> -
In aXX these casea we have structurally ambiguous grammatical 
elements (for example the grammatical element [i expression> 9t^J 
has structures [ t < arithmetic expression >J , f t7J J, 
[ [< boolean expression >3 » C t^l J and [ f < designational ex-
pression > J , i % J1 ) and, moreover, if f ac^ , ^ J and 
C *C/2 » ̂ 2 ̂
 are *w0 different structures, then oC,., 4- oc± , 
^1 * ^ z • In 80me caaes ** ia possible "from a context to 
determine the only structure" but not always* For example, for 
the grammatical element C < actual parameter >, fdJ J it is 
sometimes possible only dynamically to determine whether & 
is an Identifier of the variable of the real or the boolean 
type or an identifier of procedure etc. There are troubles: 
with removing of structural ambiguity of this type due to the 
fact that identifier may denote elements of various character 
and that operators ( ) and if tnen &£$£ 
may have operands of various character (for example: arithme-
tic expressions! boolean expressions, statements and so on). 
It has been proved (see R.W. Floyd,f9J) that there is no lan-
guage £ which has a finite set of rules and such that for 
some A e <£ it the set tt (X, A ) contains all texts 
which "are obviously" ALGOL" s programs and does not contain 
such texts which "obviously are not" ALGOL" s programs (if we 
talcs into consideration the limitations given in non-formal 
parts of flJ)» 
As ALGOL 60 is neither structurally unambiguous nor weak-
ly structurally unambiguous we have made changes in its syntax 
in order to obtain the structural unambiguous language which 
differs from ALGOL 60 as little as possible and contains all 
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ALGOL a texts* We have called the language obtained in this 
way ALGOL MOD and its definition is given in Section 5* 
At the construction of ALGOL MOD the syntax of ALGOL 60 was 
modified as follows: 
1. Comments are defined similarly as the other elements of 
the language. For this purpose new metasymbols < begin > , 
< end > , < comment > and < ; > are introduced. 
2. We do not divide expressions into arithmetic expressions, 
boolean expressions and designatLonal expressions* This is the 
main change and it agrees with Wright's proposal (see C16J) 
for a generalization of ALGOL. 
3. In expressions if t then, t, e£*e t% for t 
any conditional expression can be given* 
(These are the essential arrangements that change the set 
of terminal text generated by language ALGOL 60. Besides, so-
me additional arrangements have been made but they have no in-
fluence on the set of terminal texts.) 
4. We do not use the metasymbols denoting various types of 
identifiers (see K. fiullk 163). 
5* < function designator > denotes only a function 
with parameters. 
6* The modification of syntax for < open string > , 
< unlabelled block > , < unlabelled compound > and for so-
me other metasymbols* 
5. ALQPLMOP* 
In the next section the proof of structural unambiguity of 
language ALGOL MOD will be given* For this purpose we shall 
construct the sequence of languages ZCC -= ALGOL MOD, 
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& *••'*£*« sucn that the language rf. „ is s.u. if 
*̂"*«f / ' t 2 4 . -r *i 
and oniy if so is aC^ - The language ^ f 2 is already so 
simple that it is easy to verify its s.u. • Definition of 
ALGOL MOD is given below in such a form which enables us to 
see the analogy between ALGOL 60 and ALGOL MOD as well as pos-
sible. We shall use symbol : : = instead of => . Sequence 
of characters enclosed in the brackets < . . - > repre-
sents, similarly as in ALGOL 60 the only metasymbol and this 
sequence will be chosen in a way to display the analogy with 
the corresponding metasymbol of ALGOL 60 (for example metasym-
bol < form.par.part > corresponds to the metasymbol 
<formal parameter part > of the language ALGOL 60. Similar-
ly as in ALGOL 60, underlining is used for defining indepen-
dent terminal symbols, for example be^in , D £ . The for-
mulas by which the sets -£0 A , A e di 2t0 are defined 
(similarly as in L U we shall speak about metalingvistic for-
mulas) are preceded by some integers. The first Integer deno-
tes the current number of this f ormulai and the others the cur-
rent number of the given formula, or formulas which arose from 
the given formula at the extension of the language &0 , in 
the sequence of formulas by which the language <.-£, is defi-
ned* Definition of the language SC^ is given in the next 
section. This numeration is made in order to display the rela-
tion between languages <£t?0 and ZC1 , because in the sequen-
ce of formulas defining language «£, there is a different 
x) See Theorem 3.19 
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ordering of formulas being discussed in the next section* 
5 . 1 . Def in i t ion of the language ALGOL MOD. 
5 . 1 . 1 . Basic concepts* 
5 . 1 . 1 . 1 . Basic symbols* 
(1-53) < l e t t e r > : : - a l b l c l d l c l f l g l h l i l j l k l l l a l 
n i o . p l q l r l s l t l u l v l w l x l y t «I 
A I B I C I D I E I F I G I H I I I J I K I L I Ml 
N . O i P . a i R I S l T I U I V I W I X I Y I 2 
0 1 1 ^ 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 
- . = ttiJLe \ fade 
: * <operator > I < separators I < bracket> I 
| < declarator > I < spec i f i cat or > 
: = <arith.op*> I <rel.op*> I < l o g . op* > I 
I< acq.op* > 
:=r + | - | * | , x | * | t 
= *: l < l s l i l > | ^ 
ss s \ o I u \ n I -i 
- O* t* I Mi *heTlI e£+e I fox I do-
: s u \ .1 10\ i\ ;\ : * I , I *tefi \ untie \ 
\<ut$iile \ cjormitien,t 
= i / M C I J K P I 4*9** lenxi 
< declarator > ; : = own I trco-tean, \ inteo&x Itegi IOWUVLLI 
I *uritth, i fitmedtcte 
< spec i f icator > ; ; =» Atxing, \ Asá&í / vatue 
< basic symbol > ; : * < l e t t e r > I < d ig i t> I < log.*alue> 
I < del imiter > 
*ť0 (<empty>) * í















< d i g i t > : : « 
<log*value > 
< del imiter > : 
< operator > ; 
< ar i th .op. ) : 
<rel.op*> : : 
<log*op* > : ; 
<seq*op*> .* : 
< separator > : 
< bracket > ; : 
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5.1.1.2. Comments. 
(16-14) &0 < sequencel > * £(% % - {ssd ,}t et<x-J)
X) 
(17-15) £0 < seq.2 > » J (<*t &0 - { ; } ) 
(18-16) # 0 < seq.3 > * ± <<*t it. - {
r , M > ~< A * 
(19-11) < end > : ; -* en<i < sequencel > 
(20-12) < comment > : : » ĉ rmyytgfî  < seq.2 > 
(21-18) < 5 > ; : * - 1 ; < comment > < 5 > 
(22-19) <begin > ; ; » *.frgft**̂  \ Arttyin, < comment> < 5 > 
5 .1 .1 .3 . Identifiers. 
(23-70) < ident.> : : « <letter> |<ident.> < letter > 1 
/<ident.> < digit > 
5.1.1.4 . Numbers. 
(24-71) < uns.integer > : : -* < digit > J < uns.integer> < digit > 
(25-72) < integer> ; : » <uns.integer> I <add.op.> <uns.integer> 
(26-57) < decimal fraction> ;; «• • < uns.integer > 
(27-58) < exponent part > : * » ̂  < integer > 
(28-73) < decimal number > :: a < uns. integer> 1 < decimal 
fraction > 1 
Kuns. integer > < decimal fraction > 
(29-74) < una.number > « S « < decimal number > I < exponent part>l 
! < decimal number > < exponent part > 
5.1.1.5. Strings. 
(30-17) <open string > ;; » < seq.l> l/t< open stringAopen string>l 
1< seq.3>^ < open string/Vopen string>! 
) < empty > 
x) Thus ^ i < sequencel > t ; » t if and only if t is a termi-
nal string such that t i f i { gad # • # *Ue | for no i, . 
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(31-13) < s t r i n g > ; ; = ' < o p e n s t r i n g >^ 
5 . 1 . 2 . Express ions . 
5 . 1 . 2 . 1 . V a r i a b l e s . 
(32-35) < subscr.list > : : a < expr. > \ < subscr.list^ < expr.> 
(33-21-44) <subscr.variable> st * <ident.> f< subscr.list > J 
(34-75) < variable > ; : * <ident. > 1 < subscr.variable > 
5 . 1 . 2 . 2 . Funct ion d e s i g n a t o r s . 
(35-37) <act .param.> : % * < s t r i n g > I < expr. > 
(36-43) < l e t t e r s t r i n g > : : » < l e t t e r > I < l e t t e r s t r i n g > 
< l e t t e r > 
(37-51-20) < p a r a m . d e l . > ; : » p\ ) < l e t t e r s t r i n g > ;C 
(38-36) < a c t . p a r . l i s t > ; : « <ac t .pa ram. > I < a c t . p a r . l i s t . > I 
K p a r a m . d e l . > < ac t .param. > 
(39-22f45) < f . d e s i g n . > ; : * < i d e n t . > C< a c t . p a r . l i s t > ) 
5 . 1 . 2 . 3 . Express ions . 
(40-59) <add.op. > ; : * + | -
(41-60) < mult. op. > :: a x l / l f 
(42-114- < primary > : : = < uns.number> I < var iable> I <f.design*>l 
- S 0 - 5 0) | < l o g . v a l u e > I ( < e x p r . > ) 
(43-76) < term-1 > ; ; * < primary> I < term-1 > t < primary > 
(44-77) <term-2> : : » < term-1 > I < term-2 > < mul t .op . > 
< term-1> 
(45-78) <term-3 > : : * < term-2 > I < add. op. > < term-2 > ) 
|< t e rm-3 > < add.op.> < term-2 y 
(46-79) < term-4> : : * < term-3> < r e l . o p . > <term-3 > 1 
|< term-3 > 
(47-80) < term-5 > : : s < term-4 > I r <term-4 > 
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(48-81) < term-6 > ; : 
(49-82) <term-7> : : 
(50-83) < term-8 > : : 
(51-84) <term-9> 
(52-46) < i f clause > 
(53-62-33-23) <expr.> 
(54-85) < labe l> ; ; * 
5 . 1 . 3 . Statements. 
5 . 1 . 3 . 1 . Compound 
(55-86) < unlab. b.stait. 
(56-87) < basic s t a t . > ; 
(57-88) < u n c . s t a t . > : : * 
(58-89) <statement > : : : 
(55>-64~110) < s t a t » l i s t > :: 
(60-65-111) < d e c l a r . l i s t 
(61-90) < unlab.compound 
(62-66-13.2) < unlab.block 
(63-32) < compound s t á t . > 
-r < term-5> I < term-6 > n < term-5 > 
s- < term-6 > I <term-7> u < term-6 > 
x < term-7> I < term-8 > o < term-7 > 
r < term-8 > I < term-9 > s < term-8 > 
' * - i f < expr. > then, 
; i -r <term-9 > I < i f clause > < expr. > 
el*e < expr. > 
<ident .> I < uns. integer > 
statements and blocks. 
? : : » < a s s i g n . s t a t . > I < go to s t a t . > 
) < dummy s t a t . > I < procedure stat*> 
: x <unlab.b.stat. > I 
I<label > : ; basic s t a t . > 
r < basic s t a t . > I < compound s t a t . > I 
| < block > 
s < u n c i t a t . > j < cond.stat . > I 
(< for s t a t . > 
i * < statement > I < s t a t . l i s t . > 
< } > < statement > 
> ; : m < declar.> I < d e c l a r . l i s t > 
< I > < declar. > 
> ; : m < begin> < s t a t . l i s t > < end> 
> : : sr <begin> < d e c l a r . l i s t ><; > 
< s t a t . l i s t > < end > 
< unlab.compound > I 
I < label> • < compound s t a t . > 
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(64-31) < b lock> ;; r <unlab.block> I < label> ; < block> 
(65-91) < program > ; ; « < block > I < compound s t a t . > 
5 . 1 . 3 . 2 . Assignment statements. 
(66-92) < l e f t part > : : • <variab le > : -
(67-93) < l . p . l i s t > : : -* < l e f t part> I < l . p . l i s t > 
< l e f t part > 
(66-94) < a s s i g n . s t a t . > . ; : « < l . p . l i s t > < expr. > 
5 .1 .3 .3# Go to statements. 
169-52) <go to s t a t . > - : * y>- tcr <expr. > 
5 . 1 . 3 . 4 . Dummy statements. 
(70-95) < dummy s t a t . > : : * < empty > 
5 . 1 . 3 . 5 • Conditional statements 
(71-24) < i f s t a t . > ; : a < i f clause > < unc . s ta t . > 
(72-63 -26- < cond. s t a t . > ; ; » < i f s t a t . > I < i f clause > 
-Sf-,25) < for s t a t . > I < i f clause > < unc. s t a t . > 
cfrse < statement > I < l abe l > : < cond.stat . > 
5 . 1 . 3 . 6 . For statements. 
(73-38) < f .1.element > : : » < expr. > J < expr. > *tefk 
< expr. > untie < expr.> I < expr. >«&*£& 
< expr. > 
(74-39) < for l i s t > : : « < f . 1 . element > I < for l i s t > 9 
< f . l . element > 
(75-47) < for clause > 1 \ * £ a < variab le > ; m 
<for l i s t > dor 
(76-96-27) <for s t a t . > : ; -s < for clause > < atatamant > I 
< labal> : < for a t a t . > 
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5.1.3.7. Procedure statomenta. 
(77-97) < procedure atat»> : : - < f.deaign.> I < ident.> 
5.1.4* Declarations. 
(78-98) < deolar. > : : » < type decl.> I < array decl.> I 
I< switch decl.> I < proc.decl.> 
5.1.4.1. Type declarations. 
(79-^9) <type l i s t >:: » <ident.> l<type l i s t > «, < ident.> 
(80-61) <type > ;; » fcggtl I J&mrtaa.n, \ utte$+t> 
(81-100) <l .or o.type > ; : » < type > I own < type > 
(82-101) <type decl.> ; ; « < l .or o.type > < type l i s t > 
5.1.4 .2. Array declarations. 
(83-40) < bound pair > : ; * < expr. > ; < expr. > 
(84-41) < b.p.list > ;; » < bound pair > I < b.p.list > ? 
< bound pair > 
(85-28-48) < array segm. > ; : » < ident.> [ < b .p. l is t >J I 
| < ident. > 9 < array segm. > 
(86-102) < array l i s t > : : * < array segm. > 1 
I < array l i s t > 9 < array segm. > 
(87-103) < array decl. > ; : « attiQM < array l ia t > I 
J < l .or o.type > cutau < array l i s t> 
5.1 .4 .3 . Switch declarations 
(88-104) < switch l i s t > : : » <expr. > I < switch l i s t > ? 
< expr. > 
(89-105) < awitoh decl. > ; ; » *witck <ident.>; » <awitch l is t> 
5.1.4 .4 . Procedure declarations. 
(90-42) <form.par.list > : : » <ident. > I 
1 < for-O-par.list > < param.del»> < ident.> 
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(91-29-49) < form.par.part > : ; * * < ident.> / < ident .> 
( < form.par. l i s t > ) 
(92-106) < i d e n t . l i s t > :: - < ident.> I < i d e n t . l i s t > ,< ident.> 
(93-107) < s p e c i f i e r > ; : » *6ttngl<type >/q*cay/<type >o*tsu/l 
1 lafrgg 1 /witch 1 ifLocedute 
I < type > -ftgocea^gg 
(94-68) < spec i f .part > : ; » lrgggg < ident . l i s t >< 5 > / 
I < s p e c i f i e r > < ident . l i s t ><>;>! 
I< spec i f .par t > < s p e c i f i e r > 
< ident . l i s t > < ; > 
(95-67-113) < proc.head . >:; - < form.par.part X j X s p e c i f .part > I 
I < form.par.part 7 < j > 
(96-108) < proc.body > : : =• < statement > I < code > 
(97-109) < proc .dec l .> : : a <p*oc*c{«.<t£. <proc.head.> 
< proc.body > I < tvpe> ^ta-eec^a.tg 
< proc.head > < proc.body > 
6. Structural unambiguity of ALGOL MOD. 
In the preceding sec t ion i t has been mentioned that in 
proving the structural unambiguity of ALGOL MOD we s h a l l con-
struct the sequence of languages £^, Zt^ ^ . . • ^ ct . The 
sequence of metal ingvis t ic formulas by which these languages 
are defined i s given below. To the d e f i n i t i o n of language 
«V£ ; t- « 4y £ , . . - - j 8 belongs that part of the given s e -
quence which begins with the formula preceded by r *t1 and 
ends with the formula preceded by the symbol St^ i . For o t -
her languages, i . e . for S&9 , ^ 0 t *& , ^£i± ? the corres -
ponding metal ingvist ic formulas form two seaparate sequences 
designated similarly for both parts. 
It is easy to see, from the definition of languages Zt0 
and et^ f that aC1 is the extension of £C0 . At the exten-
sion those metallngvlstic formulas of language &0 were 
changed which are marked on the left by an n -tuple of inte-
gers with /n £ 2 . These integers, except the first, deno-
te the formulas of language J^ which arose from the given 
formula. This designation enables us easily to determine how 
the extension has been made and which new metasymbols have 
been introduced. 
Each formula by which the language £d1 is defined is 
preceded by a pair of integers. The first one denotes the cur-
rent number of tre given formula and the second one the corres-
ponding formula of language <St?0 . In order to arrange a com-
pact and clear inscription of languages *£, to iCiZ ?the 
order of metalingvistic formulas of language %C^ differs 
from the order of formulas in the definition of •£ • 
0 
6 . 1 . Def ini t ion of languages &1, iC± , ' • * ? *£** * 
; id.! (1-4 ) < del imiter >;;-= <operator > J < separator > I 
|< bracket > I < declarator > \ < specif i ca tor > 
(2-5) < operator > J : -? <ar i th .op . > | < r e l . op« > | 
I < l og . op. > | < seq.op. > 
(3-6) <ar i th .op . > ; : » + | - | x ! / i f I t 
(4-8) < log.op.> : : m s l a l u l n l r 
(5-9) < seq.op. > t i s Q<r ic lit Itktn I tin l-fo* Idrl 
(6-10) < separator > : s « u I . \ i0 I •• I ; I ; « I 9 I Atefi i 
\u«itit \ while I cmmcttt 
(7-11) < bracket > * : » (J)IC I 3 I 'I*I t*qin 1 tnd 
(8-12) < declarator > :: * awn 1 borttan I integer \ fuai_ 1 
\(XHHAA^\ twitch I <fvweeaL<c*e 
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(9-13) < speciricator > :: m *Uinf, I ta>M\ v*tm. 
(10-14) < basic symbol > :: « < letter > / < digit > I 
f < log.value > I < delimiter > 
; iC2 (11-19) <end > s: » end < sequencel> 
(12-20) < comment > : : » cermmsnt <aeq.2 > 
: #63 (13-31) < string> ; ; » ^<open string >° 
(14-16) <$£, <sequencel> * 4 K ^ ^-{iodt J / £&£<*) 
(15-17) St- < seq.2 > « *C<*t <£, - «f; f ) 
(16-18) *-, < s e q . 3 > » * ^ < ^ - { ' , * / ) ~-f^W 
(17-30) < open string > ;: « < seq.3 > I r< open string y* 
< open string > I < empty > I < seq.3 > r 
<open string >* <open string > 
: iC (18-21) < ; > ; ; « ; 1 J < comment > < 5 > 
(19-22) < begin > ; ; » ^ t ^ I .^eygtt < comment > <; > 
: &g (20*37) <PAR.DEL> ; ; -r ; < letter string > ; ( 
; %€ (21-33) < subscr.variable > ;; m < ident. > < INDEX > 
(22-39) < f.design. > ; : m < ident.> <PARAM > 
(23-53) < CQND.EXPR.l > : : * < i f clause > < e*pr«>e&c 
(24-71) <if stat.> ; ; -? <i f clause > < unc.stat. > 
(25-72) < B.CCND.STAT.1> :: * <if clause > 
< unc.atat. > e l*e 
(26-72) <F0R COND.STAT.>;;» <if clause > < for stat .> 
(27-76) <UMJ.P0R STAT.> ; 1 • < for clause > 
< statement > 
(28-85) < array segm. > ; ; » < ident.> < SEGMENT > 1 
I < ident. > 9 < array segm. > 
(29-91) </orin.nar.part > J 2 * < ident. > I < ident. > 
< FORM. P. P. > 






î # g (35-32) 
<PRIMAR> : : - <PHIM> 
< block > : : « <unlab.block > | < label> : <block> 
< compound s t a t . > : : - <unlab.compound> I 
| < l a b e l > : < compound s t a t . > 
< COND.EXPR. > :: - <COND.EXPR.l > < expr. > 
< B.CQND.STAT. > : : « < B.COND.STAT.l > 
< statement > 
< s u b s c r . l i s t > : ; =r <expr. > I < s u b s c r . l i s t > j 
< expr.> 
=• < act.param.> I 
l < a c t . p a r . l i s t > < param.del. > < act.param. > 
< act.param. > : : » < s tr ing > I < expr. > 
< f .1.element > : : • < expr. > Kexpr . > *tep, 
< expr. > <*fi^i| < expr. > / < expr.> wtiifa <expr.> 
< for l i s t > : j * < f . 1 . element > I < for l i s t > ? 
< f . 1 . element > 
< bound pair > : :=- • < expr. > : < expr. > 
< b . p . l i s t >:;--• < bound pair > I < b . p . l i s t > ? 
< bound pair > 
< form.par . l i s t > : • « < ident.> I <form.par. l i s t> | 
< param.del.> < ident . > 














<letter string > 
* 
<letter > I< letter string> 
<letter> 
< INDEX > : : m C<sub scr . l i s t >3 
<PARAM > : : * f < a c t . p a r . l i s t > ) 
< i f clause > : : * i f < expr. > then, 
(tor clause > ; : » £o$ < variab le >:»<f or llatxùr 
<S£GMLNT> : : * C< b . p . l i s t > J 
< FORM.P.P. > Î : « C< form.par . l i s t > ) 
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(50-42) <PRBI > ;; = f<expr .> 1 
(51-37) <param.del.> ; : «,|<PAR.DEL.> 
:& (52-69) <go t o a ta t .> : : « <b<r to- < expr. > 
(53-1) < l e t t e r > ; ; = a l b | c l d | e l f l g l h | i l j | k | 
II1 m I n I o I p I q I r I 3 I t I u J v | 
I w I x l y | z l Al Bl Cl Dl El Ff Gl 
1H I I U I K I L I II I N I 0 I P I R I S I 
I Q I T I U I Y I W I X I Y I Z 
(54-2) < d ig i t >;:=• 0 I 1 I 2 I 3 U I 5 1 6 I 7 1 8 I 9 
(55-3) < log .value > :: « ttuc I fciUe 
(56-7) < r e l . o p . > : : « < I £ I « I £ I > f * 
(57-26) <decimal fract ion > : : s . < uns. integer > 
(58-27) <exponent part > : : » <integer > 
(59-40) O d d . o p . > : : s + I -
(60-41) <mult.op .> : : » ,x I j l f 
(61-80) < t y p e > : : » * e a l 1 inUqt* I <t*y*tean, 
' £«, ( 6 2 ~ 5 3 ) < expr. > ; : * < term-9 > I < COND.EXPR. > 
(63-72) <cond . s tat . > : : « < i f s tat .> l< B.C0ND.STAT.> I 
j< FOR C0ND.STAT.> 1 < labe l > : < cond . s tat . > 
: &^ (64-59) < s t a t . l i s t > ::=-<statement > I < STA2 > < atatement > 
(65-60) < d e c l a r . l i s t . > : : * <declar . > KDECL. > < declar. > 
(66-62) <unlab.block > ; : s <begin> <UN.BL. lXsta t . l i s t > 
<end > 
(67-95) < proc.head.> : : = <PR.HEAD > < spec i f .part > I 
I < PR.HEAD > 
(68-94) O p e c i f . p a r t > : : «• wgtue < i d e n t . l i s t > < % > I 
I < specif i e r > < ident. l ist><j>|<specif .part> 
< s p e c i f i e r > < i d e n t . l i s t > < •, > 
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Ц г<69-15) fc£t < empty > * { A } 
(70-23) < ident. > ; : « <letter > I < ident.> < letter > I 
I < ident. > < digit > 















< digit > 
< integer > : : « < una .integer > I < add. op. > 
< una.integer > 
< decimal number > : s *<una.integer > I 
I < decimal fraction > I < una. integer > 
< decimal fraction > 
< una .number > : : m < decimal number > I 
!< exponent part > I < decimal number > 
< exponent part > 
< variable > : ; * < IdenU > I < subaer* variable > 
< term-1 > :: m < primary > I < term-1 > f 
< primary > 
< term-2 > ; : » < term-1 > I < term-2 > 
< mult.op* > < term-1 > 
< term-3 > :: m < term-2 > | < add.op* > < term-2 > J 
I <term-3 > < add.op. > <term-2 > 
< term-4 > ; : m < term-3 > < rel.op^ > < term-3 > I 
I < term-3 > 
<term-5> : ; m <term-4 > I -i < term-4 > 
< term-6 > :: m <term-5 > I < term-6> n <term-5 > 
< term-7 > :s m <term-6 > I < term-7> u <term-6> 
< term-8 > :: « <term-7 > I < term-8> 3 <term-7 > 
<term-9> :: » <ttr»-8> I < term-9> 5 < term-8> 
< label > J j m < ident. > I < una.integer > 
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(86-55) <ualab.b.s tat . > : : a <ass ign.s tat .> | < g o t o s t a t . X 
1< dummy atat«> l< procedure stat.7 
(87-56) < basic s t a t . > : : * <unlab.b.stat. > I < label > : 
<basic 8tat .> 
(88-57) <unc.s tat«? : : s < basic s t a t . > l< compound stat .>l 
I < block > 
(89-59) < statement > : : * < unc.stat . > 1 < cond.stat. > i 
|< for s t a t . > 
(90-61) <unlab.compound > : : * < begin > < s t a t . l i s t > 
< end > 
(91-65) < program > : : *• < block > I < compound s t a t . > 
(92-66) < l e f t part>*; : » < variable > s « 
(93-67) < l . p . l i s t > : ; » < le f t part > I < 1 . p . l i s t > 
< l e f t part > 
(94-68) < assign, s t a t . > : ; * < 1. p . l i s t > < expr. > 
(95-70) < dummy s t a t . > ; : » < empty > 
(96-76) < for s t a t . > ; ; « < UNL.FOR.STAT. > I < label > -, 
< f o r . s t a t . > 
(97-77) < procedure s t a t . > s : =• < f .design. > I < ident. > 
(98-78) < declar. > ; : * <type dec l . > I < array dec ! . > J 
I < switch dec l . > I < proc. decl . > 
(99-79) < type l i s t > %: * < ideat.> I < type l i s t > , 
<ident .> 
(100-81) < l . o r o.type > : ; « < type > [ own < type > 
(101-82) <type dec l . > ; : -» < l . o r o.type > < type l i s t > 
(102-86) < array l i s t > : ; » < array segm.> 1 < array l i s t >9 
< array segm. > 
(103-87) < array dec l . > : ; * oitxaif, < array l i s t > I 
I < l . o r o.type > a**ay <array l i s t > 
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(104-88) < switch l i s t > : : * < expr. > ( < switch l i s t > , 
< expr.> 
(105-89) < switch dee l .> :: * switch < ident . > ; = 
< switch l i s t > 
(106-92) < i d e n t . l i s t > :: = < ident . > 1 < i d e n t . l i s t > , 
< ident .> 
(107-93) < s p e c i f i e r > : ; » *fo.tnfi.f<type > I atif ly 1 <' type > 
O/fctay. Ilafaj I *«rlfah I >ft^ceo6u^e, 1 
Ktype > f*nt*du.*± 
(.108-96) < proc.body > '. . » < statement > I < code > 
(109-97) < proc .dec l . >: : -=• p*MJtdtL*e. < proc.head > 
< proc. body > I < type > fjL&t&da.'Le < pro c.head > 
< proc.body > 
(110-59) <STAT> J: • < s t a t . l i s t > < ; > 
(111-60) <D£CI* > : : = < d e c l a r . l i s t > <• > 
(112-62) <U.N.BL.1> :: = < d e c l a r . l i s t > < j > 
(113-95) <PR.HEAD > .•: » < form. par. part > < j > 
•^-«i£: (114-42) < primary > J: « <uns.number > I < variab le> 1 
I < f .des igns I < log.value > I < FRIMAR > 
<COND.EXPR.l > t: » Jg < expr. > e£*e 
<B.CONP.STAT.l > : : *• ajj < unc.stat .> e£±& 
i &$ < FOR C0ND.STAT> t: * £fi < for s t a t . > 
< i f s t a t . > r: » Jj? < unc . s ta t . > 
<UNL.FOR STAT.> :: » £ & < statement > 
. j£ ^ ? ^ 2 < subscr.variable > ;; - < ident . > 2J£ 
< f . d e s i g n . > :: * < ident . > M 
< array segm. > :: *<ident . > jf£ Kident. > ? 
< array segm. > 
<form.par.part > :: « <ident. > I < ident . > 2A. 
~*>±€ -
w 
< PRIMAR > : : -r &l 
< block > : : * U£ k l a b e l > : < block > 
j£ : < compound a ta t . > :: « US l< label > ; 
<compound s t a t . > 
<COHD.EXHt.> : : - <££ < expr. > 
X *C ^;<B.COND.STAT. > J : » tf£ < statement > 
< expr. > : : sr < term-9 > I "€(7 
j£ : <cond.s tat . > ; : =- < i f a t a t . > ! tfr. 
<FOR COND.STAT.> | < l a b e l > : < cond.s tat . > 
< s t a t . l i s t > :: « < statement > I tfT" < statement > 
< d e c l a r . l i s t > : : = <declar. > I QE < dec lar . > 
< unlab.block > : : * < begin > 2>£ < s t a t . l i s t > 
<end > 
<proc.head > : : « %T S£ I tf£ 
g : < specif .part > :: « ua£ue < i d e n t . l i s t ><; .>! 
I < spec i f i er > < i d e n t . l i s t >< ; >I 
| ® S < spec i f i er > < ident . l i s t > < $ > 
I t i s obvious that a l l these languages s a t i s f y condition 
(3 .1 .1 ) and i t i s easy to prove, by using the r e s u l t s of paper 
[14] that condition (3 .1 .2 ) i s a lso s a t i s f i e d . 
6 . 2 . In Section 6.4 i t w i l l be proved, for i - 1, 2.7...f11 
that | languages &± + 4 and *t± are in one of the fo l lowing 
three re la t ions : 
R l . l CL^ c d c£* , each grammatical element £A? iJ where 
A € d i s a*u» and. moreover, i f B € <t£* -&» and 
[&]- -> t then 42tt22^ < * ? ^ & » A 
- Ы* -
*** + * ^dUCn-di 
R2.1 CLi i s a strongly recognizable set , 
• R2.2 each grammatical element LA,t] where A e d i s s .u. 
and i f Ai7 A2€ U, A1 —> tf A2 -+ t for a t , then 
A,-A2. 
R3 S ^ „ - 4 * where 
R3.1 A. is a weakly isolable set, 
R3.2 transformations y^ satisfy conditions (3.7.1) and 
(3.9.1). 
But this means that the language *£. , i » 1fl,...f117±a 
s.u. if and only if so is ££. ^ Indeed , if languages 
* -J- 7 
& ^ and rf. are in relation HI, then it follows from Theo-
rem 3.2} if they are in relation R2, then from Theorem 3.14 and 
Theorem 3.6; if they are in relation R3, then it follows from 
the definition of weakly isolable set (see Def.3.9). 
6.3. If, in the following, we shall want to prove that a 
language %C. ̂  is in relation B.j with *£«• . then we shall 
have to prove that 
(1) condition Rj.l (and Rj.2 if j € { 1 , 3} > too) holds 
and,moreover, languages &± + * and 4 , are in the relation 
<-> *-«-<; ,* . -* . u ><«,2i — ^ - < . 
if ^ * 3 for a set w^ (and a transformation $% if 
4, * 3 )• 
If & £ and ^. are given, then it is easy to verifyt 
from the definition of languages 4 and *^i+i 9 whether 
condition (2) is satisfied. In ord*r to prove (l) we shall often 
use Lemma 3.13, Lenaa 3.15, Lemma 3.16 and Theorem 3.18. But we 
shall not prove in detail that the assumptions of these lemmas 
and this theorem are satisfied, to the verification of which 
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It i s sufficient to review the metalingvistic formulas of g i -
ven language in f ini te number times, although i t gives much 
labor in some cases (for example i f i t i s necessary t o deter-
mine the set tvdtl CL for some CL c dL & )• In such cases 
we shall either not speak about these assumptions at a l l or 
we shall sqy (as in the case of other assertions about langua-
ges which may be verified in this manner) that they follow -
from the definition of language St^ (shortly, from J)<L )• 
In order to show that the condition R2.1 holds we shall 
use either Lemma 3*15 or Lemma 3.16 or directly define a func-
tion f such that the set CLj\ i s f -recognizable , ve-
rify conditions of Definition 3»10 and then prove, by using 
Lemma 3.13, that CL^ i s strongly recognizable. 
For the proof of H 3.1 we shall use either Lemma 3.15 or 
Lemma 3.16 or Theorem 3.18* 
In order to verify condition (3.15*6) we need to know 
from which metasymbols of CL± i t i s possible to derive the 
same text. For this purpose we shall write (wanting to show 
that languages Sti + i a n d &i a r e i n relation R3) the set 
CLj) in the form (R>^ u 0h% u . . . u 45^ where -fc, , 4?2 7 . . . 
•••>^L **« disjoint sets aaaAAvA1€CL,tQ^f^f)r%ttie4ffAt)c{Al 
i f and only i f there i s a j , such that A1, A± € 0$j. • 
To make the verification of last condition easier we shall g i -
ve so called characteristic sequence of texts for CL^ , 
C *11 * i > •• •» tfc,-1 ^ae arranging of f&if /Zx ?.. . , S^ wil l 
be such that the sets *&-, ^ 3 2 , . . . , /i^ wi l l have more than 
one element and the sets -#4 , •*•> A* wil l have just one 
element), such that tj c t (£s,, B ) for any B € d$j . In 
that caffe we shall define 9^ by n -tuple of symbols 
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( X1 , X% , ... , X„ ) which will mean that 9^ a, -» cc 
if a $ CLi and <?CL » Xj, if a, e ftj, • 
In all the cases GL± will be such that Rl.l and R2.2^ 
respectively, follow from Df^ • 
6.4. The proof of structural unambiguity ot the langua-
ge ALGOL MOD. 
As already mentioned the language «£.., is the extension 
of &0 and hence, by Theorem 3.19, © ^ is s.u. if and on-
ly if so is cte . We extended the language £t0 in a way to 
obtain the language in which, after removing some metasymbols 
( < sequencel > , < seq.2 > , < seq.3 > ,<open string >, 
< PAR.DEL >)there already exists a parantheaized set (see set 
£L below; for this purpose "we have extended" the metalingvis-
tic formulas 33,37,39,42,85 and 91 from the definition of lan-
guage «£0 ) and,moreover, it is possible to apply Lemmas 
3.15 and 3.16. 
By &1 + 1 © *&i we shall indicate that the langua-
ge &i + 4 is in relation Rj with < ^ • 
From Dl it is easy to see that the set 
dn » {< delimiter >, < operator > , < arith.op. > ? < log. op > , 
<seq#op. >7 < separator >, < bracket > ., < declarator > > 
< specificator > ; basic symbol > } 
satisfies Rl.l and, therefore, we can eliminate CL^ from *£ . 
We obtain language *62 and it holds X% ® X^ . By eli-
minating the set 
fl, s { < comment > , < end > , < string > } 
from the language ZC2 we obtain language St^ . Now we shall 
prove that -s£3 (D -^ . Indeed, from D2 it is easy to see 
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that &2 s a t i s f i e s R2,2 . Now we prove that condition R2.1 
i s a l so s a t i s f i e d . Put 
Q, - {c&ranizfd? end,' / , ^ -» {< sequencel> , < seq .2 > , 
<seq .3 >p <open s tr ing > } * 
Let £ be a function defined on OL Z£ 2
 i n *ke f o l -
lowing manner: % (') * 1 , %(*>) « - 1 and \ (CL) » 0 i f 
a. e a. £2 ~{
rr} • Let 
- at ^ 
^ t = , 2 ^ r t i ) for any i£&*Cz 
By using structural induction (see Theorem 6 . 7 , C 7J) i t 
i s easy to prove? 
(1) If L< s tr ing >J-*t ; then ^ t * fl and f t " ' ^ 0 
i f 1 £ i <* X t . 
From D2 i t fo l lows: 
(2 ) wdL&l { < comment > ? - » { ; > < ; > / ; 
{ 5 i < i > 1 ^ <*ym(r { t ? [ < comment > J s> i } - ^ 
(3) Jtdc-l { < end>J «r f < end >, en^t, -7;<j >, e£±e}* N, 
N n ^ { i f W [ < e n d > J s > t J = A . 
Let us define the function f as fo l lows: 
(4) df*{CA,tl)AtfytiedLt,ti€ai,fCA,l]*mLnttstiea}* 
Now we sha l l prove that a l l cond it ions of Def init ion 3 .10 are 
s a t i s f i e d , i . e . &z i s an f -recognizab le s e t . (3 .10 .1) f o l -
lows from D2. Now l e t (3 .10 .2a) hold . I f f <*> J • T£ f then 
dij. € & and from B2 i t fo l lows: A € CLZ , J LA,*,] * 1 * #• , 
loci, <vil $ df i f i c doc. Thus (3 .10.2b) holds . I f 
locj. J —'> r 3* , then from D2 i t fo l lows A $ Uz u Si 2 
and o c j £ ^ . Now (3 .10 .2c) fol lows from ( 4 ) . For the proof 
that dz i s an f -recognizab le set we must s t i l l show that 
(3 . 10 .3 ) holds . Let £ € g £2 } ^ . , € tf j. . If^ettff, 
then frj 1 $ 4$2 according to (4) and either £ 1 € Q 
or £ € A f . But from D2 i t follows ^ 4 € 4i i f £ / e ^ • 
Hence and by previous £ € dL f • 
In proving that CL2 la strongly recognizable we shall 
use Lemma 3*13.(3.13.2) holds tr ivial ly since 6^* \%\ for 
each % € Q* and (3.13.1) holds according to (1),(2) and (3). 
Thus, CL i s a strongly recognizable set and R2.1 holds. 
In the language *£, the set 
Q,% * { < sequencel > ; < seq.2 > 7 < seq.3 > 7 < open string > } 
satisf ies Rl. l and therefore we can eliminate CL^ from «£3 • 
We obtain exactly the language Zt^ which has the f inite 
set of rules* and i t holds it^ ® it- . If we eliminate 
from tt^ the set 
0^ m { < begin > , < $ > / 
we obtain the language *ts . From D4 i t follows that the 
set CL^ satisfies R2.2. Now we prove that condition R2.1 
holds also and hence oi5 © -*Ĉ . • 
Put fl * -f > > ApjLlfo ? and let us define a function 
i as follows: 
d.f*{lA}tl-£A,tl€ftfstiea},4
!£A,t]-«u*xU;t<LcQ}. 
Similarly,as in proving Lemma 3.15 (i.e. Lemma 5.7,£12j) we 
can prove that the set (X ^ is -f -recognizable. Since 
< comment > 4 nMt {<; >,*<S±a},it is easy to see, by D4, that 
all assumptions of Lemma 3.13 are satisfied and therefore CL^ 
satisfies condition R2.1. 
The language <C0 we obtain by eliminating the set 
(L5 *{ < PARCEL >} 
which, by D5, satisfies the condition R2.2. Now we prove that 
- Ыl ~ 
condition R2.1 is also satisfied and, therefore,;£ 0 i£ . Put 
d * { ) J and let us define a function f in the following 
manner: 
dlf*{CA,t]iiedt,ti€Q,t(i+4)t4y2!^{t^ string>]^t })*N} 
KA,tl«<nwn,{i\ tieQ, t(i+1) e N} 
First we shall prove that the set £Lf is f -recognizable, i .e . 
that conditions (3.10.1) to (3.10.3) of Lemma 3.10 are sat is-
fied. (3.10.1) follows from D5 and (3.10.3) from the definition 
of f . Now let (3.10.2a) hold. If CoCjl « f J ; t h e a t b ^ D5» 
AeCLs , j-BlvflA^oc] and (3.10.2b) holds. If Cocj> J -» V i 
and f £A}il< x (j+1) - A then (3.10.2c) holds tr ivially. 
From Dl> we get that if A e di £g ana ) € ^yyn^-f.* i M3g» £ } 
then NA^ie€M f g A . Thus, i t cannot be f CA,i J* x(j+V-4 
(3.10.2c) holds and &g is f -recognizable set. Further i t is 
obvious that al l conditions of Lemma 3.13 are satisfied and 
hence d. satisfies R2.1* 
From D6 io is easy to see that the set 
& sr{<PARAM> ,<FORM.P.P.>,<PRIM>/ u f< INDEX >}u {< if clause>|u 
u*f<for clause>} u { < SECBHENT>J u { < unlab.block> J u 
u{<unlab*compound > } 
is paranthesized and i ts characteristic sequence of texts is 
t(<ident.>-l x ) . If we define <fc by 7-tuple ifA, WtH> 
?jf, £3i U3t U^lj then condition R3.2 is obviously sat isf i -
ed and, by Theorem 3.18 and D6,R3.1 holds, too. I t is easy to 
verify that £% * 4 ! ?
 a n d h e n c e 4 ® 4 • ll£ A &&& J 
&£ 
is the characteristic text for the set 
Oi sr { < COND.EXPR.l > , < B.C0ND.STAT.1 > } 
in d% and if we define 9^ by symbol *€g then, by D7, 
condition R3.2 holds* R3.1 follows from Lemma 3.16 (conditions 
x) i.e. the characteristic sequence of texts has only one text. 
- hi* -
(3.16.2) and (3.16.4) are satisfied) and from D7. Since 
di * * &Cg we have *Cg (D *t^ . In the language £s 
Ay 
the se t 
CL -*• { < s u b s c r . l i s t > , < a c t . p a r . l i s t > 1 < act.param. > > 
< f .1.element > , < for l i s t > , < bound pair > > 
< b . p . l i s t > ; < form.par . l i s t > , < l e t t e r s t r ing > , 
< INDEX > ., < PARAM > , < i f clause > , < SLGMENT > , 
<FORM.P.P. > , <PRIM > , < param.del..>, <COND,EXPR.l>, 
<B.COND.STAT.l> } 
s a t i s f i e s cond i t ion R l . l and can be eliminated from SCS . We 
obtain the language 0C9 and i t holds oc$ © c£ o • In 
t h i s language the set 
CL a { <go to s ta t .> y < l e t t e r > , < d i g i t > , < log .value > ; 
< r e l . o p . > 1 < decimal fract ion > , < exponent part >, 
<add .op. > ?<mult .op . > , <type > , <FOR COND.STAT.> , 
<i f s t a t . > , <UNL.FOR STAT. > ] 
s a t i s f i e s , by D9, cond i t ion R2.2 and, by Lemma 3.15 (cond i t ions 
(3»15.3) and (3 .15 .5) hold) cond it ion R2.1, too . Hence we can 
eliminate &9 from <£ 9 . Since &i0 * *€9 , we 
have &i0 <£) cC$ • The t ex t tf£ < ident . > i s the cha-
r a c t e r i s t i c one for the set 
& a {<COND.EXPR. > , < B.COND.SfAT> } . 
*fO 
Thus, if we define cf10 by symbol . £CT , then from DIO and 
from Lemma 3.15 it follows (conditions (3.15.3) and (3.15.5) 
are satisfied) that the set CL10 and transformation %0 
satisfy conditions R3.1 and R3.2. Moreover, ot,^ « ^ 0 W 
and hence ot^ (f) ot^0 • 
In the language eC^ ; the set 
- зa- f-
(I fr { < STAT > , < PR.HEAD >} u {< DECL > , < UN.B.l > , 
< spec i f .par t >} 
has the character is t ic pair of texts £ < ident.> <• >t tiA.0cedtc*e 
< ident.> < $ > J • 
If we define ^ by (*fT* 2>£ ) , then, by Lemma 3.16 (cond i -
t ions ( 3 . 1 6 . 3 ) and (3 .16 .5) are s a t i s f i e d ) , the set Ci^ and 
transformations 9 ^ s a t i s f y cond i t ions R3.1 and R3 .2. More-
over, €£i% * «€.t/'
r and hence £1X (D o£1i • 
'a < 1 . The language x f 2 i s very simple ( i t i s non-self-embed-
ding context-free grammar (see [31 ) and a l so sequential gram-
mar (see [103) and i t i s easy t o prove, for each A c dL£tiiL > 
' that a l l grammatical elements [ A 7 t 3 are s . u . • 
Since the language *Ci2 i s s . u . and a language o ^ , 
t • 0, 4, . . . , 4 4 , i s s . u . i f and only i f so i s £^ ;we get 
that the language idL9
 a ALGOL MOD i s s . u . . 
6 . 5 . At the inves t igat ion of the s tructural unambiguity 
of language «€12 we can henceforth proceed as in Section 
6 .4 . Now we show one of the poss ib l e methods. Put 
& * { < i d e n t . > ,< una.integer > } 
d ^ { < empty > , < integer > , < array segm. > ,< f orm.par.part >, 
< block > , < compound s t a t . > , < s t a t . l i s t > , 
< d e c l a r . l i s t > , < COND.LXPR. > , < B.COND.STAT. > > 
< cond . s ta t . > , < unlab .block > , < proc.head > > 
< specif , part > ? u N , 
where Nl is the set of all metaaymbols which are on the left 
side ot formulas number 85 to 113. 
£Lu* {< f.design > , < PRIMAR > , < subscr.variable > } 
(ls* {< variable > , < decimal number y } 
Q̂ eS* i < unsign. integer > } 
~ S2S-
Put iCUl - *+ __. for t « 11, 13, n, 45, 16 . 
I t i s easy t o see that «C © *-i$ • By using Lemma 
3 .15 and 3 . 16 , we can prove that t£. _, (D «̂ » for 
i - 12 , 4¥, 15, 16 . 
The structural unambiguity of language *C ^ fol lows from 
Example 10 .9 , C 73 . Hence, the language c£iz i s s . u . 
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